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STRONG WINDS
DOMINATE
INTERNATIONALS AT
CENTERPORT
by Larry Cole

This year's Penguin International Championship Regatta was
conCluded quicker than most due to the high winds experienced by
the highly competitive fleet of 28 yachts. Centerport Yacht Club
hosted the series which was sailed on Northport Bay in conditions
quite unusual for this time of year. Competitors experienced
conditions that stressed the boats and handling ability at the upper
extreme of the boat and the crew's capabilities.
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Under the watchful eye of Race Committee Chairman Russ Day, a
series of six races were held, 3 per day on September 22 and 23.
Rain, overcast clouds, clearing, cold, hot, appeared in turn
weatherwise. There were capsizes (approximately 4), and
eqUipment failures (approximately 5: 2 halyard locks, 1disintegrated
rib and 2parted forestays) on the boat side of the ledger. The
balance of the fleet persevered in spite of the almost demolition
derby conditions. Clean sailing also prevailed as only one protest
was filed and the protestee withdrew with no hearing needed. On
the course there were many communication comments between
competitors in crossing and mark rounding situations, which
contributed to the cleanly raced series. On the second day of racing

the Race Committee was concerned that the "Black Flag" rule might
have been necessary since numerous general recalls were
experienced at the start of the first race of the day. However, since
this was not an option in the Sailing Instructions, the RC also had to
persevere until the competitors got it right.
Two countries were represented in this year's championship. Five
(5) Juniors were competing, also representing two countries. Five
past presidents were on hand for this year's activities to prove
leadership can also sail. After all was said and done a wood boat
won along with an aluminum spar and a new Fisher sail. The
balance of the top five finishers and their equipment stacked up as
follows: First Place - Freedom, wood; Proctor and Fisher; second
Place - Burtis, glass; Proctor and Fisher; Third and Fourth Place 
Burtis, glass; Proctor and D& D; Fifth Place - Salentine, wood; Burtis
[woodl and Fisher.
At the awards dinner, all volunteering individuals were recognized
and presented with a commemorative mug. Also introduced was
George A. Cole, master craftsman, that created the base for the
International Trophy a number of years ago. When the newly
crowned International Champion Mark Kastel took center stage he
mentioned three people that were primarily instrumental in assisting
him to attain this high achievement. Two were present and
competing, Dick Tennerstedt and Frank Flaherty. The third had
sailed on [see In Memoriam, page 51, but as Kastel expressed, Pete
Payson's presence was with him on the race course.

For Mark Kastel's
recap: see page 3
For a look on the
lighter side of the
Championship:
see page 4
For the complete
scoreboard:
see page 7
Mark Kastel #9700 won the IPCDA International Championship for 1990; his supremacy was
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established In tight competition and a variety of conditions.

